12 Unique prizes worth over £1500 to be won in The Big Draw’s Xmas Draw 2017!
*Winners will be able to select their preferred prize in the order of tickets drawn and dependent on availability.

1.A WEEKEND STAY AT EYRIE, JOHN RUSKIN’S
FORMER LAKE DISTRICT HOME.
An unforgettable prize experience! Enjoy the superb setting which
inspired John Ruskin. Situated on the upper floor, the ‘Eyrie’ is a selfcatering apartment for two with spectacular lake views over Coniston
Water and to the Lake District fells beyond. It has beautiful interiors
with original artworks and is furnished to the highest standard.
Brantwood, Coniston, Lake District, was the former home of John
Ruskin from 1872 until 1900. The prize is redeemable for any available
weekend in 2018. The winner is advised to redeem their voucher as
soon as possible to ensure your preferred dates – for 1 or 2 people.

DONATED BY: The Brantwood Trust
More information

2. THE BIG DRAWING BUNDLE!
A bumper kit of quality art materials to inspire budding and professional
artists alike!
Pack contains:
Caran D’ache Swisscolour watersoluble coloured pencil red tin set of 12
Tombow Dual Brush Pen set of 12 assorted colours
Winsor & Newton Promarker set 2 of 12 colours
Daler Rowney A Series 130gsm A4 Cartridge Pad
Daler Rowney A4 Simply Portrait Hardback Book with 2 pencils

DONATED BY: Cass Art / Daler Rowney

3.ORIGINAL, EXCLUSIVE SIGNED ‘SKANKY
PIGEON’ DRAWING BY ZOOM ROCKMAN (2017)
Made exclusively for The Big Draw, this original drawing
features Zoom’s much-loved character ‘Skanky Pigeon’ having a
creative turn! This would be the perfect prize for Beano fans…
Zoom Rockman (born in 2000) is a British Artist/Satirist whose
comic strip, Skanky Pigeon first appeared in the Beano when he
was 12 years old. Age 16, he became the youngest cartoonist in
Private Eye Magazine history. Described as “A rising star with
edgy wit and genuine cultural awareness well beyond his years.”
The Evening Standard named Zoom as one of the most
inﬂuential Londoners under 25.
Zoom Rockman became an ambassador of The Big Draw in
2016. Zoom is an active and inspirational advocate of the
benefits of drawing and visual literacy.
Read more here
DONATED BY: Zoom Rockman

4. X2 WILDLIFE DRAWING GIFT VOUCHERS
A wonderful prize for wildlife lovers!
W ild Life Drawing is a drawing class with a difference.
Instead of human life models, the subjects are real animals.
Open to all, from beginners to advanced, t heir aim is to
inspire a sense of appreciation for animals through
creativity. The classes include an in-depth introduction from
the animal handlers so as well as drawing the animals, the
group learns about their habitat and diet, their lives in t he
wild and any conservation issues affecting that species.
Materials are provided, vouchers can be redeemed for any
classes in late 2017 and throughout 2018.

DONATED BY: W ildlife Drawing

5.NORMAN FOSTER DRAWINGS 19582008
In a gallery he himself has remodelled, two hundred
drawings chart half a century devoted to architecture.
From his formative years to the leardership of a firm that
builds around the world, the dialogue between the eye
and the hand through a pencil has been for Norman
Foster a tool of analysis and pedagogy, useful for the
conception of the works and the explanation of his
Intentions.
Publisher: Ivorypress
Binding: Hardcover with Box
Language: English/Spanish
Pages: 386
Measurements: 20.40 x 30.00 cm
More Information
DONATED BY: Foster + Partners

6. SIGNED, LIMITED EDITION PRINT
OF TRAFALGER SQUARE REVISIONING (1999) BY NARINDER
SAGOO
Narinder Sagoo is Foster + Partners’ Art Director
and The Big Draw’s newest patron. Read more
here.

Narinder is most well-known for his
perspective drawings and his unique ability to
grasp and visualise architectural visions.
Working closely alongside Lord Foster and
other Senior Partners, Narinder has been
personally involved in all of the practice’s
projects over a period of two decades.
This is a rare opportunity to own one Narinder’s
beautiful, rarely seen, artworks.
DONATED BY: Narinder Sagoo

7. AN EXCLUSIVE STUDIO TOUR FOR TWO
AT FOSTER + PARTNERS
Led by Foster + Partners’ Art Director and The Big Draw’s
newest patron, Narinder Sagoo, this is a once in a lifetime
experience to see the inner workings of one of the world’s
most innovative architecture studios.

Narinder joined Foster + Partners in 1996. In 2000, he
became the youngest-ever associate at Foster +
Partners, was made a project director the following year
and was promoted to partner at the start of 2004.
The tour will be available in 2018 bookable via The Big
Draw Team.
Announcement: Narinder Sagoo becomes new patron of
The Big Draw
DONATED BY: Narinder Sagoo and Foster + Partners

8. ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO CRAFTS
MAGAZINE:
A wonderful prize for contemporary craft enthusiasts and
professionals, prize includes:
-

6 issues a year by priority delivery to your door
A FREE annual digital subscription
News, reviews, interviews, and special features
Opportunities and listings
Exclusive reader offers, prize draws and
competitions
Regular free supplements

DONATED BY: Crafts Council
More information

In celebration of the latest addition to the Crafts Council Collection of contemporary craft - a pair of
large scale tapestries, Essex House Tapestries: The Life of Julie Cope (2015) and the launch of
touring exhibition Julie Cope’s Grand Tour: The Story of a Life by Grayson Perry the Crafts Council
have commissioned Turner prize-winning artist Grayson Perry and designer Kit Grover to create an
exclusive range of products. A selection of this exclusive range has been generously donated to The
Big Draw’s Xmas Draw 2017.

9. JULIE COPE’S GRAND TOUR SHOPPER
(DESIGNED BY GRAYSON PERRY AND KIT
GROVER) & EXHIBITION CATALOGUE
Julie Cope’s Grand Tour Shopper, made in 100% cotton
canvas with a deluxe look and feel. Features Grayson
Perry’s map of Essex (a detail from In Its Familiarity, Golden,
Grayson Perry, 2015) and Julie Cope’s – the artist’s fictional
‘everywoman's' - home county.
Made in the UK.
Designed by Grayson Perry and Kit Grover. 100% cotton
canvas
More information

JULIE COPE’S GRAND TOUR EXHIBITION CATALOGUE
Published to accompany a national touring exhibition this catalogue
brings together new perspectives on the artistic, geographic and
historical contexts of the Essex House Tapestries: The Life of Julie
Cope by Grayson Perry (2015) which were acquired for the Crafts
Council Collections in 2017.
More information

DONATED BY: Crafts Council in conjunction with Julie Cope’s
Grand Tour: The Story of a Life by Grayson Perry
More information: Touring exhibition.

10. GRAYSON PERRY ESSEX BIRD MUG
Designed by Grayson Perry and Kit Grover.
Bone China Made in the UK in Stoke on Trent.
The Essex Bird mug features a detail from A Perfect Match, Grayson
Perry, 2015.
More information

DONATED BY: Crafts Council in conjunction with Julie Cope’s
Grand Tour: The Story of a Life by Grayson Perry
More information: Touring exhibition.

11. GRAYSON PERRY ROB & JULIE MUG
Designed by Grayson Perry and Kit Grover.
Bone China Made in the UK in Stoke on Trent.
Rob & Julie mug features a detail from In Its Familiarity,
Golden, Grayson Perry, 2015.
More information

DONATED BY: Crafts Council in conjunction with Julie Cope’s
Grand Tour: The Story of a Life by Grayson Perry
More information: Touring exhibition.

12. ANNE HOWESON ‘EACH CHARTERED STREET’ (2009)
SIGNED, LIMITED EDITION (OF 50) PRINT.
Digital print on William Turner Hahnemuhle paper
29 cm x 51 cm
Limited Edition of 50 signed and numbered by the artist
This artwork, in Howeson’s signature style, features
the Lighthouse Building, near King’s Cross Station, as it was before
regeneration. Buddleia grows from the windows and gutters of the old
building while commuters go about their daily journeying. The title comes
from the first four lines of William Blake’s poem ‘London’: I wander thro' each
charter'd street, Near where the charter'd Thames does flow. And mark in
every face I meet Marks of weakness, marks of woe’.
Anne Howeson is a widely exhibited artist and tutor at the Royal College of
Art. Anne was a prize finalist for The John Ruskin Prize 2017.
DONATED BY: Anne Howeson

